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Good evening, Principal, Campus Directors, distinguished guest and fellow students, my 

name is Chloe Lim and today I want to talk about how North Shore has made a big impact 

on my academic life. I have had the privilege to attend North Shore Coaching College 

throughout my schooling life since Year 3 and it has been an amazing journey. A journey of 

learning from mistakes and succeeding by following the feedback from North Shore 

teachers.  

 

Firstly, I would want to start by thanking my parents for showing their support and 

encouraging me to do better after every test and exam I have sat in. They have placed their 

respect for my wishes and have guided me to make me the person I am today. I am thankful 

for my parents who have trusted and given me the support I needed. I would also like to 

thank North Shore teachers for all the support and guidance that helped me immensely to 

succeed. North Shore has helped me with lots of things including the peculiar world of 

general ability. I am sure, many of us will agree that North Shore has helped to bring us a 

step close reach our academic goal.  

 

I was able to understand my mistakes by checking my working out and doing it again until I 

got the correct answer. North Shore has taught me the importance of our working out and I 

am sure it’s going to help me in future years when I will doing higher-level math problems. 

For English and Creative writing, the feedback provided by the teachers helped correct the 

mistakes I was making.  

 

Furthermore, what I value most about North Shore is that it inculcated a sense of 

responsibility and accountability in me. It has helped me strive to the places of motivation, 

determination and hard work.  

 

I have gotten this scholarship from the GATE test, by getting into Mount Lawley Senior High 

School. It has been a privilege to go there with my GATE test scores, meets new people and 

have new friendship groups. 

 

Finally, I want to congratulate all of you for achieving your academic goal and securing a 

place in your desired school. Before I end my speech, I would like to say a quote from Earl 

Nightingale, “Success is the progressive realisation of a worthy goal or ideal”.  

 

Thank you.  

 

Chloe Lim 


